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Process For Opening The Portal To Cosmic Revelation
Can you assist me in opening the portal to cosmic revelation and tapping into and
merging with the Light cells of thought information in the storehouse of wisdom and
advanced abilities for the highest good?
“Indeed, indeed, alright Beautiful One, how might you align with such high dimensions
of consciousness where you may receive the impressions of the Greater Knowledge of the
Source Mind, then bring it into the human force field of the Source Mind into your galaxies?
You may do that by ascending to your 10th chakra and in such an ascension, Beautiful One,
remaining in your meditation space to blend. For when you merge with that state of
consciousness and you ask for what it is you desire, then it will pass through your thought
forms and again through your feelings. It is from there the mixture of the two will bring you
to a greater intelligence. Now Beautiful One, intelligence is the use of the right and left brain.
Intelligence is the use of intuit and logic.”
Yes.
“So you will spend time in your meditation state at your 10th chakra blending with the
mind of the Divine. That is quite useable and is constantly used by the human force field by
your 10th chakra.”
May I ask a question?
“Indeed.”
That is the key for it all isn’t it?
“Indeed.”
Oh I will do that! Thank you, Malachi.

How to Remember Things So You Can Manifest Them
What is the best way for me to create vivid pictures of my ideas so I can manifest them?
I can’t hold them long enough for them to register within my brain. Since my brain tumor
things don’t stick in my brain any more.
“Alright, Beautiful One, you may give yourself this processing. Allow yourself to take 3
times each day to stop and visualize. Stop and visualize the same thing again and stop and
visualize the same thing again.”
Oh! Like a hit in the head – wake up, wake up, wake up!
“Indeed, indeed.”
I am planting seeds!
“You are indeed.”
I’ll do that because without the visualization and the thought I am unable to manifest.
“Indeed.”
Thank you, Malachi.

